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Kofax
SignDoc
Want E-Signature Features You’ll Actually Use?
Sign Here.
When it comes to e-signature solutions, you can buy big, and
end up paying for features you’ll never use, or you can buy smart
and get the capabilities you need to meet all your performance
goals:

•

Get started now: Easy SaaS deployment with an unlimited
number of users

•

Reduce operational costs: Decrease paper usage for
print-ship-scan processes

•

Speed time to closure: Cut time needed to complete
contracts or approvals from days to minutes

•

Improve customer satisfaction: Transform your customer
experience using the communications channel of their
choice—on any device, anytime, anywhere

•

Stay compliant: Improve compliance by providing a
traceable, end-to-end audit trail of all process steps and
transactions

•

Operate securely: Mitigate risk of external or internal fraud
attempts and help avoid litigation

•

Deploy your way: Subscription, private cloud, on-premises

Trust Matters! Leading Companies Rely on
Kofax SignDoc®
Organizations worldwide in banking, insurance, healthcare,
manufacturing, retail and many other industries rely on Kofax
SignDoc for easy and secure digital transactions.
SignDoc offers the benefits of trustworthy and convenient
paperless signing for a wide variety of functions including
customer and employee onboarding, procurement, account
management, service documentation, payroll and finance.
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Give customers the e-signature experience they want with SignDoc, a secure, flexible solution
Create Signature Documents With Ease

Simplify The Signing Process

SignDoc makes it easy to transform almost any document into a

Sign in any type of meeting, at any location, on any device.

signature agreement. Choose from a wide range of signature

SignDoc supports all signing scenarios and helps signers execute

inputs and signing methods. Follow the status of your documents

documents easily. Advanced signing features help navigate

and use automated reminders to keep things moving.

more complex signing processes.

•

•

Multiple input fields, such as signature boxes, text boxes,
radio buttons, check boxes.

•

such as initials, signatures, check boxes, etc.

Signing options, including hand-written, click-to-sign,

•

signature image and stamp image.

•

Guided signing makes it easy for signers by pointing to items
Delegate signing reduces delays by allowing a designated
signer to delegate the signing request to another individual.

Create and sign with one vendor. SignDoc is integrated with

•

Kofax Power PDF™, allowing signing elements to be added

Stage signing defines groups and allows any user from a
defined group to sign at a defined stage.

directly within the PDF-creation environment.

Seamlessly Integrate E-Signature

Maintain Compliance And Trust

Add value to your applications and improve the productivity of

E-signature trust is based on verified signers and a digital

users with seamless integration of e-signature within your web,

transaction history, backed by regulations across the globe.

mobile and desktop applications.

SignDoc brings confidence to all signing parties and simplifies

•

your compliance process.

•

signing workflows, not the pre-defined snippets other

Lower the risk of compliance issues. SignDoc complies with
key e-signature regulations such as US ESIGN and UETA, and
EU eIDAS.

•

e-signature vendors offer.

•

Your brand comes first, with your look and feel, up to and
including 100% white labeling.

Include audit trails automatically, self-contained with every
document, for all parties. No additional, manual steps or need

•

Part of your processes. Extensive APIs integrate the
e-signature and signature verification process with your

to manage a separate document.

•

Maintain your user experience with fully customizable

business processes.

Ensures trust through multiple authentication methods,
including email, access codes, SMS and third-party
certification.
Note: Capabilities may vary between cloud and on-premises deployment methods.

How SignDoc Can Help Your Business

Banking

•
•
•

Account opening
Consumer loans
Wealth and asset
management

Insurance

• Applying for life and
other forms of insurance

Telcom

•
•

Initiating mobile, cable
and broadband services
Accelerating activations

Healthcare

•

Patient consents

•

Authorize physician
credentials

•

Healthcare provider
agreements
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SignDoc is an Integral Part of
Workflow Transformation
Signatures often mark the beginning or
the end of a larger workflow. Electronic
signatures transformed the signing
process, delivering greater efficiency,

lower costs and a better customer

and comprehend documents, orchestrate

experience. But what about the rest of

human and automated tasks, and

the workflow? Companies that achieve

understand what is happening

digital success recognize the value of

throughout the workflow.

transforming end-to-end workflows.
They go beyond e-signatures to capture

SignDoc and TotalAgility
In addition to leveraging SignDoc as a standalone
solution, you can also deploy it as part of the broader
Kofax TotalAgility® platform. This unique platform creates
end-to-end digital interactions with customers across a
wide range of industries and use cases. Conventional,
isolated solutions fail to facilitate synergies. SignDoc
seamlessly integrates with mobile ID capture, as well as
AI-driven document capture and transformation;
workflow processing and management; and data via
robotic process automation.

Signature-driven Workflows
Customer-engagement workflows are excellent examples of processes where companies can immediately
benefit from e-signature and see even greater improvements through full workflow transformation.

Onboarding

Loan
Processing

Claims
Processing

Digital
Consent

Customer
Communications

Product/Service
Requests

Work Like Tomorw.
Learn more at www.kofax.com/Products/signdoc/overview
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